
Ćwiczenia – Przysłówki

źródło: www.ang.pl/cwiczenia/2957

Polecenie: Choose the correct adverbs to complete the sentences.

I've got into the habit of buying bread .................. so it's always fresh.1.

A  today  B  daily  C  monthly

I .................. thought you'd be pleased to get to know my friends.2.

A  initially  B  thirdly  C  after

We .................. print advertising flyers, but can do other stuff to order.3.

A  mainly  B  highly  C  lastly

I'll give you some of my chocolate if you ask me ...................4.

A  weakly  B  nicely  C  naturally

My mother is feeling better but can still only talk ...................5.

A  weekly  B  widely  C  weakly

The restaurant was .................. recommended by two of my colleagues at work.6.

A  mainly  B  highly  C  lastly

It's .................. unlikely that I'll be able to help you tomorrow.7.

A  highly  B  lastly  C  initially

.................., I'd like to thank the staff for all their hard work this weekend.8.

A  Lastly  B  Loosely  C  Loudly

Why are you speaking so ..................? We're not deaf.9.

A  loosely  B  loudly  C  weakly

Be careful! I've fastened the rope to the tree only .................. for now.10.

A  loudly  B  lastly  C  loosely
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Answers
źródło: www.ang.pl/cwiczenia/2957

1. B
2. A
3. A
4. B
5. C

6. B
7. A
8. A
9. B
10. C

I've got into the habit of buying bread .................. so it's always fresh.1.

A  today  B   daily  C  monthly

I .................. thought you'd be pleased to get to know my friends.2.

A   initially  B  thirdly  C  after

We .................. print advertising flyers, but can do other stuff to order.3.

A   mainly  B  highly  C  lastly

I'll give you some of my chocolate if you ask me ...................4.

A  weakly  B   nicely  C  naturally

My mother is feeling better but can still only talk ...................5.

A  weekly  B  widely  C   weakly

The restaurant was .................. recommended by two of my colleagues at work.6.

A  mainly  B   highly  C  lastly

It's .................. unlikely that I'll be able to help you tomorrow.7.

A   highly  B  lastly  C  initially

.................., I'd like to thank the staff for all their hard work this weekend.8.

A   Lastly  B  Loosely  C  Loudly

Why are you speaking so ..................? We're not deaf.9.

A  loosely  B   loudly  C  weakly

Be careful! I've fastened the rope to the tree only .................. for now.10.

A  loudly  B  lastly  C   loosely
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